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New Hartford’s Got Talent
Charmy Rani
It was just another Friday night. It had been an exhausting
week as spring break seemed so far away. After such a long and
tiring week, everyone was looking for a fun, carefree way to start
off the weekend. What better way to do it than seeing the local
talent?
On March 29th the student council hosted their annual
talent show with Mr. Lutz as the M.C. and with a large array of
talents. There was dance, vocals, jazz music, pianists, cultural
dance and much more. There was even magic by Mr.Lutz as he
entertained the audience during the transitional phases of the
talent show.
One of the bands performing in the talent show was
Olympus. The band consists of Grant Klinkner, Gage Kilborne,
Matt Bailey and Connell Williams. They were very entertaining
onstage with their lip syncing and they performed like a group
that had been together many times before. However backstage,
before the show, they had revealed they had not even practiced
once.
“We just wing it. It’s awesome,” said Klinkner as he joked
around with the rest of his friends backstage. It just goes to show
that the group does not need a lot of practice to be entertaining.
It was the general feeling in the audience that the talent
show was a success.

Samantha Shaffer, a sophomore who was reluctant to go at
first, ended up really enjoying herself, “It was a great way to
spend a Friday night and it was very entertaining.” She says she
especially loved the singers, though every act was entertaining
and full of talent.
Kloe Shkane, a junior, was also very happy she went. She
congratulates the student council and the performers for putting
on such a great show. “It’s always fun to see my fellow classmates
perform in the talent show!” Truly, she recognized the fact that
many of us may be sitting next to such a talented classmate.
The annual Student Council talent show allows students to
share their talents with their peers and community. If you have a
talent, share it with your community and think about signing up
next year’s talent show!

“‘It’s always fun to see my
fellow classmates perform in
the talent show!’”
--Kloe Shkane
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APES Costa Rica Trip
Sam Ward
Ten days, six hotels, eleven students and two teachers. The
annual APES trip to Costa Rica was a success this year. The journey
started in the afternoon of April 11th, when at 6 P.M. the group
convened in the Shopping Center parking lot. From there, it was off
to JFK Airport in a bus. Chaperoning the trip were Mr. Paradis and
Mr. Romanow. After a quick layover in the Panama City airport, the
group was off to Costa Rica.
The itinerary for the trip this year was
packed with numerous activities every
day, exposing students to the culture,
traditions and excitement of the
country. Most mornings began with
students waking up at 6:30 A.M. to get
ready for the day. The group would
usually leave the hotel by 8 A.M. to
shove off to the first activity. Some of the favorite activities scheduled
were zip-lining, white water rafting, cliff jumping and climbing two
volcanoes. Whenever there was a break, students would swim in the
hotel pools, tan in the Costa Rican heat or face the twelve foot waves
of the ocean.
When asked what her favorite part of the trip was, senior
Katie Nelson stated, “My favorite part of the trip was repelling down a
waterfall because it was never something I would just choose to do but
I overcame my fear and absolutely loved it!”
While there were a lot of adrenaline pumping activities,
the trip also consisted of many learning experiences including a trip to
an eco-friendly pineapple farm with arguably the greatest tasting
pineapple in the world, nature walks during which the group came
face to face with spider monkeys and learning how chocolate is made
from cocoa beans.
One of the major reasons for choosing Costa Rica as the
location for the APES trip is because it is one of the world leaders in
using renewable energy. Using mostly geothermal energy from
volcanoes and wind energy from turbines, 90% of Costa Rica’s energy
comes from renewable sources. Another reason for choosing Costa
Rica is that the country has strong regulations in place to protect the
wildlife. Hunting is illegal as there are enough predators in the wild to
keep a balance.
When asked what he learned during this trip, senior Matt
Nerber responded by saying, “I learned that caring about the little

things in nature and all life is important and not just things
we can keep as pets and large animals.”
The trip this year was different from past years as
locations picked were a combination of previous trips. One of
the more rare locations the group stayed at was Tortuguero,
which was only accessible by boat. Mr. Romanow, who has
been fortunate enough to go on the trip four times before, was
able to compare this trip to past trips when he said, “This trip
was different because it combined many of the favorite
locations and activities from the trips that we had been on
before. It was, more so than not, a ‘best of the best’ trip.”

Photos of APES trip to Costa Rica submitted by Mr. Paradis
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The Most Crucial T-Shirt
Choice
Haley Wagner
May is here and so is the time for you to pick your college. All
of the visits have come to an end and it is finally time to make
your decision on where you would like to spend the next four
years of your life.
May 1 marks the day that colleges must know if you are or
are not going to attend their school. It is not a rule that you must
tell them that you are not going to their college it is just general
courtesy to let them know if they should be expecting you or not
according to Mr. Lutz.
After you make your decision on your school there are many
other steps that need to be taken to make it official. When talking
to Mr. Lutz the New Hartford School counselor, he stated “You
have todeposit your money and a lot of times there will be a
summer orientation.” Many times at your orientations you will
have to complete a math and english placement test as well.
You will also be able to choose and meet your roommate.
Many colleges today have social media that aids in you meeting
and deciding who your roommate is and sometimes there is even a
personal survey that will pair you up with a person that shares
similar interests as you.
As many people in the senior class are starting their new
adventures they are looking for any sort of advice that they can
get. “ What a good question that is… have a good strong finish to
your senior year so you can have a strong start to your freshman
year that is fast approaching” was the response that Mr. Lutz has
for the class of 2019.
In acknowledging this important time New Hartford Senior
High School invited students to wear a shirt that represents the
school that they will be attending next year. This allows them to
show the whole school where they plan to go and see if anyone
else is going to be attending the same school.
Teachers also wore sweatshirts representing the colleges they
or their children attended. This inspired conversations with
seniors as well as juniors and sophomores about the positives of all
different schools.

When talking to Mr.Lutz he said that about 5% of each class
does not attend college and they have other future plans that they
will pursue after high school. Although some students of New
Hartford feel pressure to go to college, it is okay for people to have
other plans.
Mike Stappenbeck plans to go into the Air Force after high
school and will leave August 13. As we spoke Mike stated that
May 1 and the college shirt day does not make a difference to
him. Mike has his own plans for May 1, “[I plan to] wear an Air
Force shirt to represent this day. I don’t look at it as a day for
college shirts but more of a day to show your future plans.”
Mike had mixed feelings about leaving but is also excited to
follow in the footsteps of his dad who had served 22 years. After
he joins the Air Force and has been there for many years he plans
to be a pilot and be able to still enjoy his passion but in a different
way.
May 1 is a big day for everyone, the ones who plan to go to
college and the ones who choose to take a different-- but still as
important-- path. May 1 is a day of support and knowledge for
the younger grades that will soon be in our spots picking their
path for their future.
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The DBSA:
Mari-Lea Gazzal
Depression and Bipolar disorder is much more than just sadness, deeper than extreme highs and low lows. So many people deal with
these mental illnesses. There are interest groups out there and support groups such as the DBSA to help people with this mental illness.
According to Help Guide, an informational website, a way to help someone with this mental illness is to “...be understanding, show
patients, and encourage them to get the help they need… Let your friend or family member know that you’re there if they need a
sympathetic ear, encouragement, or assistance with treatment. People with bipolar disorder are often reluctant to seek help because they
don’t want to feel like a burden to others, so remind the person that you care and that you’ll do whatever you can to help.” It’s important to
be there for someone else and encourage them to get the help they need.
Depression and Bipolar disorder affects over 21 million people in the United States. This mental illness is the leading cause of 90% of
suicides in the U.S. Now there are many different support groups such as the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance. This support alliance
is a special interest group that provides support to those affected by these disorders. This is an amazing support group and they are out there
to help anyone affected. You can join by going to dbsalliance.org.
“You are not your illness. You have an individual story to tell. You have a name, a history, a personality. Staying yourself is
part of the battle.” ~ Julian Seifter

Zoe Van Savage
Bipolar disorder in American is one of the most serious mental illness that over 5 million Americans have to
deal with. Bipolar is an umbrella term that covers an array of symptoms from major depression to mania.
Bipolar disorder should be treated immediately, and the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance is here to
make a difference.
There are three main symptoms to bipolar disorder; major depression, mania, or hypomania, and mixed
states. Major depression is when the patient of this disorder experiences overwhelming hopelessness,
inappropriate guilt, inappropriate amounts of sleep, lessened appetite, and even suicidal thoughts or
https://twitter.com/dbsalliance
ideation. Mixed states are exactly what they sound like, they are both of these symptoms merged together
during a period of time. Mixed states can be very confusing for the individual and they can even increase the risk of suicide. Finally, mania
can include, irritability, heightened mood, unrealistic optimism about the future, and anxiety.
Thus, bipolar disorder is a very severe illness and it should be taken seriously so that it does not escalate and lead to thoughts about
harming oneself. The Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance is an organization that is here to provide resources for those suffering from
both mood disorders. Anyone can reach the DBSA by contacting their website, www.dbsalliance.org, or calling the toll free number,
(800)-826-3632
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Congratulations and
Farewell Seniors
Isabella Morell
Senior year holds a lot change for soon to be graduates and
their families. Every senior shares certain contrasting feelings about
leaving high school, and all have learned at least once valuable
lesson from their years spent in New Hartford.
Seniors Nick Bartolotti and Juliana Dubyna each revealed
their personal feelings about graduation nearing.
“I don’t know, I feel excited, but nervous about what lies
ahead” Nick Bartolotti admitted. I’m going to miss being with my
friends all day and going to lunch with them. I also know I will
miss Mr. V and Mr. Williams” he added.
Student Juliana Dubyna revealed, “It makes me feel
nostalgic but I’ m excited for this new lifestyle. At the beginning of
the year I was really sad and bummed, but now, senioritis kicked in
and I want to leave and never come back.”
Each student has certain paths they decide to take following
graduation. Senior Nick Bartolotti is almost positive on his plan,
but plans can evolve. “Probably hopefully attending college. I
honestly might go to MV for two years because I am undecided. I
want to study music if anything because I play guitar.”
Dubyna shared “I’ve applied to a handful of SUNY schools,
Washington State University, and San Diego State University. I’m

going to Washington State University as of now. I’m majoring in
English Literature or Psychology.”
Both future graduates had similar takeaways from their four
years of high school. Don’t skip school. Bring headphones, and just
do what you want to do. Don’t let people persuade you,” Bartolotti
stated.
Dubyna shared “Stick with yourself and have your own back.
Friends are good but you can only truly rely on yourself. Mental
health is more important than anything. It’s going to get tough, but
don’t give up, and take the harder classes.”
The last few months of high school are definitely an emotional
time for seniors. However, life after graduation will only bring
more change and growth for these young individuals. Farewell and
good luck to the class of 2019!
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New Hartford Alumni:
Where Are They Now?
Class of 2011
Rachel Schultz
The class of 2011 graduated from New Hartford
nearly eight years ago. Some students have family in that
class, while to others students, that is like a whole other
world. The graduating class of 2011 have started their lives,
and are well into moving towards new chapters of their life.
Mr. Vedete, sometimes seen subbing here at the
high school, was a member of the 2011 class. His fondest
memory here at New Hartford was, “The friendships with
not only the students, but the teachers too.” After high
school, Vedete attended Mohawk Valley Community
College for two years to study math, then later attended
SUNY Oneonta for math and statistics. Later, he began
classes at Western Governors University for education to
become a teacher.
In his time off, he enjoys spending time watching,
playing, and coaching sports. “I’m a really big sports fan,
like baseball, any sport in the summer, golf and I coached
Little League over the summer.” He also enjoys watching
movies. When asked if anything about New Hartford sticks
out, he responded with “[...] the way the students and the
community come together. I worked at the summer
program this year and at the end, all the parents and
students came to the rec center together to celebrate.”
Mr. Vedete’s favorite year of high school was his
senior year, but not for the usual reason. “There were so
many fun senior events, like Senior Ball, the trip, it was all
a lot of fun and a good last year” Vedete said excitedly. His
advice to all current high schoolers is one to remember,
“No matter what they are doing, make sure you always
work hard. Whether you go off to college, or go to work
after graduation, keep working hard, remember to make
good study habits.” Mr. Vedete enjoyed his years here at
New Hartford, and looks back on them happily with all the
relationships he formed.
Alissa Tehan is also a member of the 2011 class.
She attended Utica College after high school with a major
also in mathematics, and chose to minor in risk
management. Today, Tehan works at Utica National
Insurance Group as a commercial lines underwriter. One of
her favorite memories from high school was when “Mr.

Mr. Vedete

Alissa Tehan

Pelland used a peanut butter and jelly sandwich to teach us
proofs and a song to teach us the algebraic equation.” In her
freetime, she enjoys going to the gym, and spending time with
her friends and family, as well as making crafts.
Like Vedete, Tehan’s favorite year of high school was
also senior year. Tehan said, “We had senior ball, senior week
[…] the senior breakfast at our elementary school, senior
barbecue, and the senior trip to Boston and the dinner cruise,
we had a lot of fun.” She enjoyed many of the fun times
senior year provided for her and said that what sticks out to
her about New Hartford is “[...] the teachers. There are so
many (teachers) that made lasting impacts […] They helped
me weather the difficult high school years as well as make
sure I succeeded in school. Shoutout to Montesano,
Hamilton, Anderson, and Pelland.” Tehan appreciates all
that the school had provided for her, from the great programs
as well as the teachers.
Tehan’s final advice is to “[...] not scrutinize the small
things. A lot of it feels like the end of the world right now
and I promise it isn’t [...] teenagers can be tough, there are
only a few people I graduated with that are still in my life
today. And 99 times out of 100, your parents are so
right.”
Both Vedete and Tehan enjoyed their years here at
New Hartford, and still live here. They are both supportive of
the school today, and look back on their many memories of
New Hartford happily. They are proud to be Spartans eight
years after their own graduation!

“No matter what they are
doing, make sure you always
work hard. Whether you go
off to college, or go to work
after graduation, keep
working hard, remember to
make good study habits.”
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Festival Failures
Charmy Rani
Great music, amazing fashion and an escape from
reality with like minded people. That is what music
festivals are advertised to be, and on social media it seems
as if that reality is true. With Coachella 2019 coming up
soon, it seems that many people have overlooked the
reality of music festivals being overpriced concerts in the
middle of nowhere. On top of being overpriced there
have been some notable disasters: Just two years ago the
disaster that was the Fyre Festival outraged many people
and was a prime example of a failure, and again just this year, the
Ultra Music Festival.
Fyre Festival 2017 was a huge example of a disaster that
many social media influencers and top celebrities contributed to.
Billy McFarland, CEO of Fyre Media, along with his business
partners, had the the idea to host a festival on a private island in
the Bahamas in order to get publicity for the company’s new app.
They advertised the event with models such as Bella Hadid,
Emily Ratajkowski, Hailey Baldwin and many others that had a
large following on social media. The commercial for the Fyre
Festival showed these celebrities partying and having fun
alongside regular people in a beautiful place surrounded by the
clear blue water. The reality, however was far from the
advertisement. The festival organizers ignored all the comments
on social media and emails about flight information, where
attendees would be staying, the music lineup and almost
everything that had to do with the festival specifics.
Attendees arrived to the island and were loaded into yellow
school buses and taken to the site where there were leftover

The “Luxury Villas” the guests were promised
were actually disaster relief tents.
Image from thedailybeast.com

disaster relief tents from Hurricane Matthew with soaking wet
air mattresses, when they had been promised luxury tents and
villas for the money they had paid. None of the bands that were
scheduled to play at the festival actually got on a plane to the
island. The guests were given cheese
sandwiches in styrofoam boxes, when
they had been promised luxury cultural
cuisines. Worst of all they had no way
to leave the island. Fyre Festival was a
fraud and a disaster. Billy McFarland
was labeled a serial fraudster according
to the Hulu documentary on the Fyre
Festival and McFarland was charged
Image from businessinsider.com
with mail and wire fraud related to
the Fyre Festival; in March of 2018 he
was sentenced to six years in federal prison.
The first day of the Ultra Music Festival on Friday March
29th has been called the Fyre Festival II according to Tara
Mahadevan, a writer for Complex. The show ended around 2
a.m. and more than 50,000 attendees had to wait hours for a
shuttle bus that would take them to Miami from the island they
were on for the festival. People were naturally upset at the
disorganization that they were experiencing. As people started to
leave by foot to avoid waiting around for buses, a tree suddenly
caught on fire. Although the Ultra Music Festival was only a
fraction of the chaos when compared to Fyre Festival, both were
disastrous.
There is no denying that music festivals can be fun and can
allow people to spend some carefree time with friends, that
being said there are many aspects to consider before buying
expensive tickets especially for something that may not even
exist yet.

After the Ultra Music Festival
People walk back after being
left with no transportation from
the Island to the city.
Image from globalnews.ca
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Since that 11-14 start, James Harden and the Rockets

The NBA MVP Race

have gone 36-14 and have returned to their dominant play of last

The Closest in History?

year. Harden is leading the league with 36.2 points per game: A

By Grant Colerick

whole 8 points ahead of the next leading scorer, Paul George.

The NBA MVP award is one of the greatest
achievements a player can get during their career. With the talent
in the league arguably higher than ever before, the MVP award is
incredibly hard to win.
This year, the two leading contenders for the award are

Most players in the league have no more than one or two 50+
point games. Harden has six.
Harden’s season is undoubtedly historical. These kinds
of numbers have only been put up by players like Kobe Bryant
and Michael Jordan. Mike D’Antoni, head coach of the Rockets,

James Harden and Giannis Antetokounmpo. These two players

provided his endorsement of Harden, saying, “He’s by far the

could not have more different playstyles and situations on their

MVP. Nobody does what he does on a nightly basis.”

team, making them especially hard to compare.

However, Giannis Antetokounmpo stands in the way of

James Harden is the reigning MVP from last season.

a repeating MVP season. Giannis Antetokounmpo plays a more

He’s on the Houston Rockets, who are currently the third best

regular style of basketball. The difference is that he is almost 7-

team in the western conference.

foot tall and a body of muscle. Giannis is able to bully almost

Harden’s case for MVP is built on his outstanding

every player that defends him near the basket.

scoring and ability to put the team on his back. At the beginning
of the season, Harden was forced into a tough situation when 2 of
the top 3 players on his team were injured. After an 11-14 start,
analysts began to worry about how the Rockets were going to
overcome this.

Antetokounmpo’s case for MVP lies with the success the
team has had. Antetokounmpo and the Bucks currently sit at the
top of the eastern conference and have the best record in the
entire league.
The head coach of the Bucks felt that Giannis surely
Harden’s responded by carrying the team and doing

deserved to win the award. He said, "Giannis' individual play

everything he could to score. Harden began taking more shots

speaks for itself. What he's done for our team, how things have

than he had ever before. On top of his deadly floaters, his three-

changed here, the leap we've taken, I think that's an MVP season.

pointer became a lethal weapon in his arsenal of moves.

That's an MVP statement for the kind of change he's brought.

Harden’s step-back has gotten to the point where people

Fans are split on who should win the award. Some argue

are comparing it to iconic moves in NBA history. Kirk

that the team’s record is the overall deciding factor in the race,

Goldsberry, a staff writer for ESPN, said, “Harden's step back is

meaning that Giannis should win. Others argue that the numbers

this generation's skyhook. It's our most dominant scorer's most

Harden puts up every night are too much to deny. Fans will have

dominant move -- and nobody else seems able to do it nearly as

to wait until June to learn who will prevail.

well.”
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New Hartford
Spartan
Baseball Team

New Tame Impala single
“Patience”
Nicholas Thielemann

Nick Scarafile

A Winning season! That's the goal for the 2018-2019 Spartan
baseball team. After last year’s record of 6-13, the Spartans are
looking to change that.
Coaches Kevin Green and Chris Moran are returning for
another season. This year’s team captains are Seniors Juice
Macera, who plays outfield, Will Locke playing first base or
throwing from the pitcher’s mound, and Junior Zack Held, playing
the outfield and also pitching.
Leading the team to a winning season are seven seniors.
Outfielder Joe Molinare believes the team’s friendship will help
deliver a better season. “This team is well organized, everyone is
talented, and everyone made the team. ”The other seniors are
Juice Macera, Bobby Nole, Anthony Trevisani, Dano Labella, Nate
Bennett and Will Locke. Their first home game is April 9th. The
teams they are playing against this year are Whitesboro ,VVS,
Proctor and Camden.

It’s been nearly two
years since the Australian
musician, Tame Impala, last
released any of his own
music. It’s been even longer
since his last full-length
album. However, with the
release of a new single, it
seems as if he’s back in full
swing.
www.brooklynvegan.com
Though the artist
has worked on a number of projects with other musicians since
the release of Currents, Tame Impala has remained relatively silent
with release of his music.
That was, until, on March 22, when Tame Impala
released a brand new single, with its title, “Patience,” being a
playful jab at the musician’s fans begging for new music from the
artist.
The track sets you in slow, with a 90’s sounding piano,
then transitions into a fun, disco-infused pop song. The use of
bongos on the track feels weirdly right, considering the other odd
directions that the artist has taken his music before.
Kevin Parker’s vocals on the track are stellar as
always, with the delay on his voice lining up perfectly with the
tempo of the song.
The only downside that I can think of is that the
piano used throughout the track doesn’t carry the normal depth
that the instrument has had on some of his previous songs.
“Patience” has an extraordinary amount of depth, as
is the classic Tame Impala style. The track is another great
addition to the artist’s discography, and gets an 8/10.

https://batandballgame.com/best-baseball-bats
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Baseball_(crop).jpg
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ENTERTAINMENT
Grit N Grace
Holy Grail or Epic Fail
Julianna Dubyna
Just outside of Main Street Tavern in Clayville, I prepare myself for what is said to be a wonderful experience.
To escape the whipping wind I cross the street and enter the Main Street Tavern, home to Grit N Grace for the night. Settling in, I
await the four members and their loads of equipment. Fifteen minutes to ten, all four members of the variety band enter from the back and
start to set up all that they need. With only five minutes to go, a quick sound check silences and prepares the crowd for a three hour long set.
At exactly ten o'clock the main lights dimmed and colors flashed. Throughout the room were smile clad faces and bouncing legs;
everyone was awaiting the show. Time flew by - three songs in and I found myself getting into the show. As the band started off their fourth
song with an alternate version of Bryan Adams’ hit “Summer of 69,” a majority of the crowd ran to the front of the room and began
dancing.
I was consumed by the music, focused fully on the fingers strumming guitar strings, lips hitting microphones and the thump of the kick
drum. I hadn’t realized it, but I myself had gotten up and started bouncing and swaying to the beat. The fourth song had thrown me and the
audience for a loop, a good one. At 10:23 I watched as twelve people from different parts of the tavern skipped to the front and began
dancing to “Cotton Eye Joe” by Rednex. As the song came to an end, one that seemed three minutes too late, front woman and lead singer
Jackie Pop introduced herself and the band.
I was immediately focused on Jackie, her energy was fully consuming and she seemed to attract everyone. It seemed as though she was
destined to be there, on a makeshift stage, blue, green and purple lights hitting her face; she looked as though she was never meant to leave.
Seven songs later and close to 11:45, lead guitarist Dave Brown called up audience member Pete Dubyna to take his place in the next song.
Talk about involving the audience! After Pete Dubyna stepped down, the crowd cheered, welcoming back Dave.
Soon, everyone was back in place: Jackie front and center, Dave to the left, Bob Lett, bassist to the right and Frank Hanyak in the back
on the drums. The set went on, in just three hours, the gifted quartet had played a total of 54 songs.
The genres ranged from 1960s rock to modern country, early 2000s pop and all the way up to current hits. The setlist contained so
many hits, I was surprised by how many I knew. I was also shocked by how easily I was able to get into the songs that I was unfamiliar with.
The show was overall really great and I am looking forward to the next. Make sure to check out the band by going to their website
http://www.gritngraceband.com/ and supporting them by checking out their schedule and attending a show.

via bandsintown.com
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How Did Netflix Become
Popular?

Netflix launched on April 14th 1998 with a whopping 925 titles
available for rental. Shortly after, a subscription option was offered
advertising no fees.
From the service’s launch to around 2003, Netflix was in a
Tyler Somerville
rough patch. The service had 300,000 subscribers and heavily relied on
There you are, after a long day at school or work; you rush USPS which caused a loss in revenue. The ‘dot-com bubble’ or the crash of
into your bedroom for a well deserved rest. But you can’t just fall stocks of internet companies also hurt the DVD rental startup.
asleep, you have to ease yourself into slumber. So you lay down,
Famously, Netflix offered itself to Blockbuster for $50
turn on your Roku and there it is. The Netflix app.
million. Netflix offered to rename themselves ‘Blockbuster.com’ and act as
Netflix, the giant video streaming
the DVD giant’s online business since Netflix was
service, has gotten into some controversy
already established online. Blockbuster didn’t
recently for increasing its prices. The nonaccept.
HD plan will go from $7.99 to $8.99 a
Oddly enough, Apple helped boost the
month. The two HD stream plan will go
company with the launch of their new laptops
from $10.99 to $12.99 a month. The 4K
which could read DVDs. This led to a boost in
stream will go from $13.99 to $15.99 a
Netflix memberships. The company reported
month. With the increase in prices, many
their first profit of $6.5 million in 2003 and
users are threatening to downgrade their
Netflix logo from CNN.com
continued to grow.
plan or unsubscribe from the service entirely.
In the mid-2000s, Netflix wanted to get into streaming.
Following this controversy is the news of new streaming services The company’s first concept was to create a ‘Netflix box’ which could
coming from Disney, NBC and other big TV networks. Looking download movies overnight and would be able to play them the following
at all that’s happening with Netflix, it begs the question: How did day. The box was almost completed until many at the company discovered
Netflix become popular in the first place?
YouTube. This discovery showed Netflix that people were willing to stream
According to Wikipedia, Netflix was founded on August
video over WiFi, even if it wasn’t the highest quality. Their vision shifted to
29th 1997 in Scotts Valley, California by Marc Randolph and
a fully online streaming service with no hardware and released in 2007.
Reed Hastings. The two were inspired by Amazon and wanted
After the release of streaming, Netflix strayed away from renting DVDs.
to create an online marketplace for a certain category of items.
By 2010, Netflix became the greatest source of traffic/viewing on the
They looked into selling VHS tapes but deemed it was too
Internet. In April 2011, the site would boast 23 million subscribers and
expensive and fragile to ship. The two tested DVDs by shipping separated their DVD rental service and their streaming services. Due to this,
one to Hastings’ house. The DVD was intact when it reached
the streaming giant would face a wave of unsubscriptions but ended up
Hastings’ house and the company decided to get into the movie growing 63% in revenue in the third quarter of 2011.
sales and rental business.
Netflix continued to grow with original programming starting with
“I remember the fee because I was embarrassed about it.
House of Cards with famous actor, Kevin Spacey.
That was back in the VHS days, and it got me thinking that
At the end of 2016, Netflix reportedly hit 93.8 million subscribers,
there’s a big market out there.” Creed Hastings stated on how he which was 20 million more than the previous year.
came up with the idea for Netflix according to Quartz.com. He
In all, Netflix clearly became popular thanks to the timing. Netflix
continued, “...I started to investigate the idea of how to create a started at the beginning of the Internet craze and became a primary source
movie-rental business by mail. I didn’t know about DVDs, and
for watching movies and TV. Streaming also meant no rentals, waiting or
then a friend of mine told me they were coming. I ran out to
going to the store as the viewer could sit down and watch as much as they
Tower Records in Santa Cruz, California, and mailed CDs to
want from the comfort of their own home. Expansion and creation of
myself, just a disc in an envelope. It was a long 24 hours until the different apps for phones, tablets, gaming systems and smart TVs also
mail arrived back at my house, and I ripped them open and they helped grow its user base.
were all in great shape. That was the big excitement point.” Even
Hopefully, next time you watch Netflix, you think about how Netflix
though this was just a story and not what actually happened, it
became so popular and gain an appreciation for the efficiency of online
was a good way to tell the public how the company got started. streaming.
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And the Oscar Goes
to…...Green Book (2018):
Exploring the Most Controversial Best Picture
Decision in Over a Decade
Noah Love
It seems that at least once every decade, if not more, there is a
controversial Best Picture winner at the Oscars. From How Green
Was My Valley (1941) beating Citizen Kane (1941), to Around the World
in 80 Days (1956) beating The Ten Commandments (1956). From Oliver!
(1968) beating Funny Girl (1968) to Annie Hall (1973) beating Star
Wars (1973). Some only became controversial years after they won,
such as Ordinary People (1980) beating Raging Bull (1980), and The
Greatest Show on Earth (1952), which has been reevaluated in recent
years and now sees itself placing consistently low on rankings of
Best Picture winners. Driving Miss Daisy (1989) won Best Picture
despite Spike Lee’s masterpiece Do the Right Thing (1989), often cited
as the best film of that year, not even being nominated. Dances with
Wolves (1990), The English Patient (1996) and Shakespeare in Love (1998)
all took home the award over their more favored contemporaries as
the Oscars quickly became a battle of who can market and network
the best, and who can spend the most money on a “For Your
Consideration” campaign. And, finally, in 2006, Crash (2005) beat
Brokeback Mountain (2005), a decision which has gone down as
possibly the most widely panned decision in Academy history.
In the 2010s so far, however, there have been no true, lasting
controversies with the films that have taken home the Academy’s
top award. There have been a few mildly stirring winners, but ones
that did not gain a significant amount of anger or resentment
leading to lasting controversy (The King's Speech (2010), Argo (2012)
and Spotlight (2015)). Mostly, people came to a consensus that the
winners were either the best representatives of the year and one of,
if not, the best films of the year (12 Years a Slave (2013) and Moonlight
(2016)) or that the films were strong picks to represent great years
with plenty of solid choices, any of which could have won (The
Artist (2011), BiRDMAN: or the Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance (2014)
and The Shape of Water (2017)). It looked like a decade might pass
without any significant controversies over a Best Picture winner. But
alas, the decade was not quite over, with still two more films to be
awarded before it was. And it finally came with Green Book (2018).
Green Book was directed by Peter Farrelly, written by Farrelly,
Nick Vallelonga and Brian Hayes Currie, and is titled after Victor

https://scd.france24.com/en/files/imagecache/rfi_16x9_1024_578/
article/image/240219_oscars_green_book.jpg

Hugo Green’s guidebook for African-Americans traveling through
the United States during the mid-twentieth century, The Negro
Motorist Green Book, more commonly referred to as simply “The
Green Book.” The film is based on the true story of the friendship
that bloomed between Tony Vallelonga (Best Actor nominee Viggo
Mortensen), a racist Italian bouncer, and Dr. Don Shirley (Best
Supporting Actor winner Mahershala Ali), an African-American
man and genius, acclaimed pianist, on a road trip through the deep
south on Shirley’s piano tour.
The film garnered relatively positive reviews, but was not
considered an awards contender until the National Board of
Review unexpectedly named it the Best Film of 2018 over A Star is
Born (2018), which was the start of the latter’s surprising loss of
frontrunner status by the time the Oscar ceremony came around.
From there, it became a major contender for Oscar glory, garnering
multiple honors including being listed as one of the ten best films of
the year by the American Film Institute. It also won the Producers
Guild of America award for Best Theatrical Motion Picture as well
as three Golden Globe awards; Best Motion Picture - Comedy, Best
Screenplay and Best Supporting Actor for Ali, who by then was
already far ahead of his competitors for his second Best Supporting
Actor award after Moonlight (2016).
Finally, the 91st Academy Awards were held on Sunday,
February 24th. Ali’s expected victory was well received, given that
the actor is widely respected and the performance was praised even
by those who otherwise objected to the film. Then it won Best
Original Screenplay, which, though not completely unexpected, still
garnered a lukewarm reception from the audience, most of whom,
like many watching at home, including myself, had likely expected

continued on next page
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MOVIES
the award to go to Deborah Davis and Tony McNamara for The
blunt rule-breaker, was very clearly unhappy when Green Book won.
Favourite (2018) or Alfonso Cuaron for Roma (2018).
When the winner was announced, Lee stormed to the back of the
Finally, Julia Roberts stepped on stage to announce Best
theater, only to come back to his seat and purposefully turn his
Picture, Green Book, and people were not happy. Almost
back to the stage as the winners gave their speeches. His statement
immediately after opening up Twitter to see people’s reactions, I
was made, though Lee clarified that his frustration had nothing to
was inundated with endless panning and hate for the movie that I
do with him losing, but about the movie that won.
had otherwise not seen. For the most part, people had seemed to
Black Panther (2018) was the most culturally significant
agree that the film was fine, but not Oscar
nominee, though Bohemian Rhapsody (2018) (the most
worthy, with the exception of Ali. But now, it
awarded film of the night, winning four of its five
was suddenly receiving more hate than any of
nominations) and A Star is Born (2018) seemed to be
the widely panned offerings of 2018, like
the audience favorites to win.
Holmes and Watson, The Happytime Murders,
As for Green Book and Vice (2018), they were just kind
Gotti, Winchester and Robin Hood, which had all
of…...there. They had some good performances,
been nominated for Worst Picture the night
but other than that, they were your standard
before at the Golden Raspberry Awards
“racism is bad” and political biopic (respectively)
(essentially a humorous antithesis to the
movies that we see nominated every year. The least
Academy Awards), with Holmes and Watson
that was expected was that something innovative
winning.
(Roma, Black Panther, The Favourite, BlacKkKlansman),
Before the ceremony, as far as most
boundary pushing (Roma, Black Panther, The Favourite,
people were concerned, Roma was the clear
BlacKkKlansman), impactful (Roma, A Star is Born,
winner. It was an impressive piece of
BlacKkKlansman) and/or crowd pleasing (A Star is
filmmaking that told a personal and
Born, Black Panther, Bohemian Rhapsody) would win the
emotional story, and one that was distributed
award. And yet Green Book, which really doesn’t fit
by a streaming service (Netflix). It would have
any of those categories for the general public it
been the first such film to win Best Picture,
seems, won.
https://drraa3ej68s2c.cloudfront.net/
representing the age of streaming that we
It doesn’t help that for a movie about racism, there
currently live in. It also would have been the
is a very small amount of non-white people in the
first foreign language film to win Best Picture, bringing things full
cast and crew. In fact, of the 27 people I counted on the stage
circle for a year and ceremony filled with historic firsts, especially
when the movie won, only four of them were African-American,
for minorities.
and none of them were holding Oscars.
I was personally rooting for The Favourite (2018), at the time, as
Dr. Don Shirley’s family were also not consulted at all in the
it was my (ahem) favorite of the nominees I had watched up to
making of the film, and were not happy with the end product,
that point (it has since been surpassed by Roma). A few minutes
calling it completely inaccurate, according to Henry R. Harris’s
before, I was pleasantly surprised to see Olivia Colman win Best
USA Today article “Don Shirley's family dismayed by 'Green
Actress for her role as Queen Anne of Great Britain in the film,
Book' Oscar wins, calls portrait of pianist false.” They were
giving one of the most genuine and heartwarming speeches ever
among the many glad for Ali’s win, but not for the Best Original
seen at the Oscars. Especially after that, I was somewhat optimistic
Screenplay or Best Picture wins. Shirley was also not thanked in
about its chances for Best Picture, especially given that it was the
any of the acceptance speeches besides Ali’s.
most nominated film of the night, along with Roma, at ten total
Among all this controversy over the film, how, then, did it
nominations.
manage to win one of the most prestigious awards in the film
BlacKkKlansman (2018) winning the award would have been a
industry? One answer may lie in the somewhat odd way the Best
redemption for the criminally under awarded Spike Lee, with the
Picture Oscar is chosen. Instead of a traditional ballot, where
film being one of, if not, his best. Lee ultimately did win his first
voters simply vote for the nominee they want to win, a preferential
non-honorary Oscar (Best Adapted Screenplay), but, ever the
continued on next page
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MOVIES
ballot is used, where the voters put the films in an order, from what
they want to win most to what they want to win least. Marshall
Flores was quoted in Sasha Stone’s Awards Daily article “The
Preferential Ballot Explained - or How Green Book Beat Roma”
explaining how the voting likely went down. “...If literally no one
thought Green Book was the best film of the year, it would not have
made it out of the first round of balloting where the #1 votes are
counted…...From what we’ve seen with almost a decade’s worth of
voting simulations, a film needs to finish in the top two or top three
after the first round to have a shot at winning. In other words,
although Green Book likely did not lead the field after the first round,
it is apparent it had enough top of the ballot support to stay in
range of the leader (presumably Roma), and because it was also
broadly liked by voters, it picked up enough 3rd/4th/5th/6th/7th
place votes in successive rounds to ultimately capture a majority by
the end.” Combine this with a heavy “For Your Consideration”
campaign to go alongside fellow nominees’ lacking campaigns
(Warner Bros. was infamously reported to have very poorly handled
the A Star is Born campaign, to the point where the once
frontrunner walked away with only one win, Best Original Song for
“Shallow”, of eight nominations) and lower critical favorings for
other the nominees (Bohemian Rhapsody received mixed reviews from
critics despite high audience approval), and this is what likely led to
Green Book beating its competition.
None of this is to say Green Book itself is a bad film. Truly, on its
own merits, the film is a pretty solid, though a somewhat surface
level, film. The acting, as previously mentioned, is great, the
technical aspects (cinematography, editing, etc.) are all competent
and Peter Farrelly is by no means untalented as a director. The film
is also not emotionally barren, with some well-earning moments
(particularly one where the usually reserved and formal Shirley
delivers a monologue about identity that is only compounded by
how brilliant Ali truly is as a performer) hitting well, and the ending
is an overall emotionally satisfying resolution from a storytelling
perspective.
However, Green Book is not exactly special or original. A lot of it
feels like a rehash of Driving Miss Daisy, but without the depth and
overarching themes (besides discrimination) that made that film so
effective. The two films’ Oscar ceremonies were also eerily similar,
both controversially winning over a more favored Spike Lee film,
BlacKkKlansman and Do the Right Thing. Green Book also takes no risks
with its filmmaking or story, making it feel far too generic and safe.
Unlike last year’s Best Picture winner, The Shape of Water, and its
fellow nominees A Star is Born, the movie told a familiar story but

https://pandaily.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/AlibabaOscars-Green-book.jpg

without something new to say and the unique execution that made
those films great. It’s not as bad as some of its heated detractors
seem to think, but it's hard to call great or game-changing either,
and will likely have little impact beyond being a controversial Best
Picture winner.
Green Book is not a film that brings you to difficult and
vulnerable places, like A Star is Born. It was not a cultural milestone
like Black Panther. It’s true story was not as interesting or well
realized as BlacKkKlansman. The film didn’t take the world by storm
and introduce a queer icon and one of the most iconic bands in the
world to previously uninitiated audiences, like Bohemian Rhapsody. It
did not flip history on its head and tell a simultaneously hilarious,
heartbreaking and insightful story, like The Favourite. It was not a
filmmaking marvel and a deeply personal story that’s available for
most everyone to watch, like Roma. And its cast, despite being the
movie’s strongest point, wasn’t even the most enticing ensemble of
the nominees, that was Vice. And yet, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences credits it as the Best Motion Picture of
2018. Even if people can be overly hyperbolic, it's not hard to see
why they are upset.
Art is subjective. Nobody is going to agree on everything, and
for how much prestige is heaped on the Academy Awards every
year, they are ultimately just a bunch of people with opinions just
like everyone else. You can love Green Book, or you can hate it, as
long as you can explain your opinion in an intelligent, civilized
manner, than that’s all that matters. Just because your favorite
movie of the year wasn’t even nominated at the Academy Awards,
your opinion is not invalid, and it’s the same if your least favorite
won at the ceremony. Love what you love, don’t let anyone make
you feel bad about it, and have fun a good year at the movies.
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FASHION
Style of the Generations
Nicholas Greico
The style of the generations has changed dramatically from year to year. Different clothing, shoes and accessories were switched out
throughout time. The 70s, 80s and 90s styles have differed drastically due to certain trends and fashion. Wearing these clothes helped to make
someone stand out or it allowed people to fit in. Our grandparents and parents wore all types of clothing in their youth that may be funnylooking to us now, but was pretty ‘heat’ back in the day.
Back in the 70s, denim jackets and bell bottom jeans were in style. At this time disco music was in style and a lot of people our age would
go down to roller rinks or dance parties. Also, sandals and headbands were pretty popular and worn very often. Usually, you would see afros
and hippies back in the 70s. Movies like Austin Powers demonstrated the style and fun of 70s style.
Now fast forward to the 80s, when rock bands started to flourish and new fashion started to appear. The age of retro clothing was in style
and many people wore a lot off brightly colored clothing. Women usually wore long earrings and medallions, and had purses big and small.
Skinny jeans were also in style for men and women wore “jelly bracelets,” jelly shoes, neon headbands, leg warmers and shoulder pads.
The 90s were full of grunge clothing and this was also the time of the peak performance of rap and hip-hop within society. There were a
lot movies depicting the dancing and culture of these times. Clothing and fashion was influenced mostly by entertainers. Artists like MC
Hammer brought his signature pants into popularity that many kids wore.
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NEWS
FOR
YOUR CONSIDERATION
Face to Phone
Olivia Niebuhr
Social media has changed the way we communicate with others face to
face. All we do is text each other, and like and comment on pictures. Our
society has become comfortable sitting behind the screens of our phones in the
comfort of our homes. This leads us to not get off of our phones and we
become disconnected with the people around us.
Since we are glued to our cell phones, we do not practice our social skills
with others, and because of this we either have a hard time communicating
with others or get nervous to say something. This is affecting our society
because if we can’t communicate our feelings face to face, then how are we
supposed to get things done properly or make solutions to problems?
According to The Knowledge Review, “social media interactions now
dominates both online and offline conversations...you are probably more likely
to speak to friends and family through electronic devices than face-to-face.
Often at events or parties, guests are attached to their smart phones tweeting or
texting, but no one is truly engaging or interacting with the people around
them. As more generations are born into the social age, social media will
continue to be the favored communication form among young people.”
How often would we rather text people than talk to them face to face?
Why do we avoid talking to people face to face when there are problems?
People are not afraid to say anything when they are behind a screen because
when you talk face to face, you see the other person’s body language. It is
harder to say mean things to someones face versus texting it over the phone or
commenting on a picture. Social media has made our society become
comfortable with hiding behind a screen and saying anything we want, that we
would never say in person. This will definitely affect the future generations by
them being used to talking to people over text and comment on social media
instead face to face, this will be the normal for them.

https://theconversation.com/when-it-comes-tokids-and-social-media-its-not-all-bad-news-80547

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-toget-rude-friends-to-put-their-phones-away-atdinner-once-and-for-all-2018-03-09
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FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION
Gym Uniforms:
A Burden or a Blessing?
Nick Bartolotti

At New Hartford High School, there is a requirement to purchase
and wear a gym uniform for PE class. Most students usually end up
wearing their own shorts or leggings, so why waste the sixteen dollars on
these uniforms? If students don’t comply with wearing these, they either
get points deducted or have to sit out from class, which some argue is
just counter-productive. Shorts are shorts. Why does it matter if they
have the New Hartford logo on them?
Students around the school gave their input on this issue. Junior
Tyler Somerville says, “I think they’re good because if people wear their
own clothes, they get dirty and cause a huge sanitary concern; also if
they lost their uniforms, they can borrow from the office.” Haley
Wagner, a Senior here at New Hartford, says “ I feel as if you should
wear the shirt, but have a choice for the bottom. For instance, the girls
wear leggings in the winter, but should be able to wear athletic shorts in
the warmer weather, as well as the boys, who should be able to wear
lighter, more athletic shorts in the summer.”
I see it as, as long as the clothes are similar to gym clothes, (Tee
Shirts, tank tops, shorts, leggings, etc) then there should be no problem
wearing them in gym class.
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MEET THE STAFF
Nick Bartolotti

Nick Greico

Nicholas Thielemann

By Mike Stappenbeck

Nick Bartolotti is finishing
up his last year as a student in New
Hartford Senior High School. He’s
doing well in school, as he says he
doesn’t struggle with any of the
classes he’s currently taking.
When summer rolls up,
Nick enjoys swimming whenever he gets the chance. He’s only
been outside of New York a few times, with one of those
occasions being to go visit Walt Disney World and Universal in
Orlando, Florida. When asked about his visit, he had one
comment: “I hate Florida drivers.”
Nick’s interests mainly revolve around music. His
favorite bands include many of the classic rock bands, such as
Queen and Red Hot Chili Peppers. He also has been playing
the guitar on-and-off for around nine years, and recently got a
new Fender. His interest in the instrument stems from the
freedom and expression that the instrument allows.
In the future, Mr. Bartolotti hopes that he could
possibly make a living off of music, much like any musician.
Though, if that doesn’t work out, he has a more likely career,
Graphic Design, saved and ready to go. Rather wholesomely, he
only hopes to make enough money for his future family to live
off of, a goal which everyone should have.

Nick Grieco seems to be a typical
guy who lives in New Hartford but
there's a lot more to him than that.
As I was interviewing Nick he
brought a nice personality to the table.
Rarely ever talking to him in school
he was upbeat and pleasant to be
around. When asked what his favorite sport was he responded
“Lax”. His voice showed such passion for the sport with no
hesitation in answering so.
Nick is a man who enjoys his food. His favorite food is steak
and his favorite restaurant is KFC. He showed a lot of love in his
tone for the food while answering the questions and it showed great
pride in what he likes to eat.
Nick also has pride for his country as well. When asked what
his opinion on America is he responded “It's very diverse, also
economically stable.” Nick, to say the least understands his country.
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Creative Writing
Home
Alyse Lisi
Tucker is a French Bulldog. He was only five years old when
he was put in a kennel by Animal Control. His family had moved,
leaving him cold and abandoned.
In the kennel, he had a routine. Eat breakfast at 8 a.m. Rest
after food at 8:05 am. Go out for the bathroom and play with the
other dogs at 9 a.m. Sleep in bed at 10:15 a.m. Bark for more
food at noon. Eat more food at 12:30 p.m. Rest after more food at
12:35 p.m. Go out for the bathroom and play with the other dogs
at 1 p.m. Sleep in bed at 2:15 p.m. Bark for even more food at 4
p.m. Eat even more food at 4:30 p.m. Rest after even more food
at 4:35 p.m. Go out for the bathroom and play with the other
dogs at 5 p.m. Sleep until morning and then repeat. Once a week,
he would get a bath.
Tucker had gotten used to his routine. There were no
surprises and he knew that he would never be a time or place
where he would be abandoned again.
He is now 10 years old and still in the kennel. The days have
been the same, every day. But today was different. His kennel was
moved to a section where the dogs did not look happy or healthy.
They always slept and almost never went out. Tucker thought this
was a bad situation; he didn’t know what was happening.
He didn’t know what the humans were talking about but he
knew it was bad now. All kennel workers started to see him and
spend time with him throughout the week. He was cuddling with
them and sleeping in their laps.
Eventually, one man went to the kennel and went to the front
desk. He had told the worker that he wanted to adopt a dog and
he didn’t have a preference on which. The worker told him that
he could look through the rooms and to find him when he was
done.
The man took a while looking through the rooms, making
sure he looked at all the dogs because he wanted to find the right
one. He came to a new room and tried to open the door, but it
was locked. He went to find the owner and asked if he could look
through the locked room. The worker said, “Ok, but I’m just
going to warn you that some of these dogs won’t make it.”
They went to unlock the door and the man took a quick look
through. There were many kennels, and each had a dog inside.
When he got to Tucker’s kennel, he knelt down and stared. It was
as if they were having a staring contest. The man quickly got up

ran to the worker. Tucker got up too but couldn’t follow. Both of
the men came back and Tucker’s kennel door opened.
Tucker was paid for and checked out. The man picked him up and
took him to the car. The dog did not know what was going on but he
had a strong idea. Tucker was right: he was adopted. The man drove
him to his new home. There was a family waiting with open arms as
they gathered around Tucker and started petting, hugging and
cuddling with him.
Walking around his new home, Tucker truly felt happy again. He
thought, Maybe I’ll get a new routine. Or playing with someone that
isn’t a dog. Ooh. Or I could get treats again. Tucker was part of a
family again.
He loved everyone a lot. However, his favorite human was the
man. They watched sports every night, they went on walks and drives,
they went to the park and they went for ice cream.
He now had a family that would never leave him. He knew this
because they took him everywhere, never leaving him behind.

http://todayscollective.com/general-knowledge/french-bulldogsbreeding-pain-breathing-problems/

http://www.happyoodles.com/is-the-french-bulldog-right-for-you/
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Puzzle
Easter Maze
Help the Easter Bunny out of the maze
Mike Stappenbeck
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